
Creating innovative 
user experiences for 
Pernod Ricard.
In a strategic alliance with Pernod Ricard, Teads created the strategy 

and solutions behind the launch of an unprecedented campaign for 

Absolut Extrakt, which optimizes engagement to generate 

conversions across platforms.

teads.comThe Global Media Platform

Teads created an end-to-end strategy that fuses data, audience 

segmentation and integration with social platforms in a unique way. 

The campaign was divided into two phases. The first phase, during 
Brazilian Carnival, offered the user an augmented reality experience 

through filters that simulated carnival masks. This phase made Pernod 
Ricard the first brand of distilled products to use AR technology 
integrated with online media. 

`drink recipes with friends and family through Whatsapp. This led to 

integration with a third platform, Rappi, making it possible for the user 

to purchase the product and receive it through delivery. This phase 

impacted exclusively those who had previously interacted with the 

augmented reality format.

Solution

Results

• 3.71% interaction with AR, 

 average of 50 sec. per interaction

• 0.31% average CTR 
 
• 88% of Completion Rate

2x CTR
of inRead 
Average

For Pernod Ricard, consumer-focused 

innovation is one of the most important pillars 

at the moment of building strategies and 

activations. The partnership with Teads has 

provided consumers with a solution tailored to 

respond to their needs, being in the center of 

the conversation. We’ve got unique results! 

Gabriela Parias, Media Manager at Pernod Brazil.

Making it possible to 

purchase the product 

and receive it 

through delivery.

To provide a thorough experience for consumers, developing an 

innovative media solution that merges a social component and 

convenience for the launch of Absolut Extrakt. 

Objective

Offered the ability to 

share drink recipes 

making the drinking 

experience 

more personal.

The outstream 

solution for brands. 

Viewable by design. 

Powered by 

premium content.

To optimize existing 

creatives. 

Applied on respective 

inRead formats.


